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In late 2017, Ninth Planet began an endeavor that would change the course of our

artistic practice for the better. We started with a simple prompt: what would it look

like to create an immersive performance for babies? Out of this question came a

million conversations, a million more questions, one show and a nearly three-year

process that brings us to this report. 

 

In October of 2018, after nearly a year of fundraising and experimenting, we

premiered our original show Homeworld, for babies 3 - 18 months and their

caregivers in Philadelphia for free with over 100 families. Every aspect of the show

was built in collaboration with a team of babies and caregivers who helped steer

our artistic impulses on choreography, design, facilitation and more. But along with

the show's many successes, came certain limitations as well. Our audiences were

majority white, largely middle to upper class, and comprised of those who had the

resources of time to find out about our performance without much marketing or

notice. As a group of performance makers who hold identities across the spectrum

of race, gender, ability and sexuality we knew that our work with Homeworld could

be even more potent if we were able to bring the show to communities who are

left unconsidered in public programming for families. 

 

As a company, we saw that the need for work of this type was great and were given

much helpful feedback from our audiences about how we could make the

experience of Homeworld safer, more inviting, and more accessible to all families.

 

Introduction
This is a report from Ninth Planet's 2019-20 Research and Development with
Michael O'Bryan, Founder of Humanature and Director of Learning at Village of
Arts and Humanities. 
 
In this report, Co-Artistic Directors of Ninth Planet, Nia Benjamin and Sam
Tower, evaluate their own practices and explore the intersection of
collaborative community arts, performance for families, and public health.
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to those dealing with house insecurity or houselessness, and to pivot our audience to

be made up of a majority of non-white families. Through conversations with trusted

friends and educators, we were immediately brought to the public health sector to

begin imagining partnerships.
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Throughout this report, we will summarize our findings from this

research, share what we got wrong, what we have maybe gotten

right, and how this new learning has impacted our understanding of

Homeworld, and the future of our work made in partnership with our

community.

Ninth Planet Co-Artistic Directors, Sam

Tower and Nia Benjamin, began an

expansive plan to center the work on

communities we know are not given

access to free and engaging

performance experiences in our city.
 

Our goal was to focus on providing

Homeworld to families who are low-

income or experiencing poverty,



 

What We're Learning

The process of reevaluating our community producing practice was both enlightening

and humbling. As artists, it is easy for us to make assumptions about what community

members need, want and desire; placing our aesthetic perspectives above community

care. Not finding balance between artistic priorities and community needs can lead to

unnecessary harm inflicted on those you are intending to support. Too often we see

performance practices that include marginalized communities as collaborators

(including bipoc, queer and trans*, disabled people) deny intended communities the

agency to determine their needs and interest in a project. This creates a toxic

hierarchical dynamic between those in control (the artist) and those they wish to

serve. Whether your collaborators are professional artists, or untrained citizens, it is
important that dynamics are created to preserve the wellbeing and dignity of
everyone involved.

Access to funding would multiply by partnering with community organizations.

Implementing additional programming would be easy for local service organizations

that provide essentials services to impacted communities.

Employees of local organizations would be able to supplement our programming

with administrative support.

Communities experiencing housing insecurity, suffering from poverty, chronic stress

and other factors would benefit from our work and trust our organization

immediately.

Performing arts funders are interested in prioritizing family wellness, and provide

robust funding for non-traditional performance work for families and very young

children.

Even with the best of intentions, Ninth Planet’s Co-Artistic Directors entered into our

community practice with unhealthy expectations about partnerships, working with the

community, and the funding landscape. Our project partner, Michael O’Bryan, worked

with us to determine these logic gaps throughout the course of our work together. 

 

We entered the planning phase for the Homeworld Community Project believing: 
 

04

Evaluating our Practices
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Through Spellbound’s eight years of work, Jost and Spellbound Staff have had to

straddle the thin line between being an ethical employer, financially solvent

business, and community-responsive organization. Jost is privy to the switch within

our sector to working alongside communities, saying every “community has cultural

needs, and [these] needs should be served through cultural institutions,”. But

making performance work that is engaging and accessible to the community is

expensive; as Jost puts it “the more rigorous the work, the more money you need.”
 

The capitalist driven producing model that fuels the American Theatre works in

complete contrast to community-aligned work. Institutional support for community-

aligned projects often fall short, with little financial investment to match what

funders deem necessary contributions to the sector. With the paradox of great

need being matched with little to no financial support, organizations like Ninth

Planet and Spellbound are forced to “reshape the structures around us at the
same time as we are making the art.” This places a heavy burden on small arts

organizations who are already taxed with small staff, small budget, and large visions

for programming.
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During our grant period, we spoke with Lauren Jost, the Founder of Spellbound
Theatre based in Brooklyn, NY to better understand practical frameworks for working

within communities and maintaining a sustainable business. Jost spoke about

Spellbound’s practices as an employer, as a hub for the creation of original work for

families and their children, and as a company providing educational services to

different organizations and schools around New York City.



funders are reliant on backing work that is easily quantifiable

producing organizations are often looking to make a profit off of this work. 

The challenge to producing work of this type is two-fold: 

 

Jost explained that the “sliding scale” model that we often see adopted to meet the goal of

“accessibility” directly impacts the work you are able to make. “The more accessible you

make the work due to cost and location, the quality of the work goes down, [while] when

you raise the quality of the work up, you make the cost of the experience less accessible.” 
 

Through the power of partnerships, small arts organizations are able to strike some sense

of ground through connector partnerships.
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On every level, community responsive work requires time, money, and trained, trauma-

informed staff and performers. Jost says that this work is often “mostly subsidized by the

labor of the artists themselves.” After years of practicing in this way, Spellbound found it

almost impossible to responsibly retain artists working in this way without providing a

living wage. In short, “being an ethical employer and producer is expensive.”

Investing in Connector Partnerships

Space Partnerships for Rehearsal and Performance

Administrative Support

Community Outreach

Funding for the development of new work (Artist-in-Residence programs)

Create various revenue streams: developing new work through subsidized residency

programs, while simultaneously present/produce older shows to more established

organizations

Having the investment of connector partnerships helps to widen a program’s reach

through pre-existing relationships with your intended community, as well as provide

essential services to help a program run. These partnerships can exist at both the small

and large scale, and meet various needs:
 

 

Jost explained these partnerships with organizations of various sizes created an

infrastructure to support the creation of new community-aligned performance work. But

the magic of a successful partnership is often few and far between. Spellbound spent

years giving away free programming to community centers, for-profit businesses, and local

libraries to build trust and rapport with organizations that they could leverage in the

future.



In Ninth Planet’s work to bring Homeworld to a wider audience, we have noticed the

difficulty in securing longstanding partnerships. Locating connector partners often

meant that we were reaching out to publicly funding organizations about bringing our

programs to their networks. These organizations often provide essential services to

impacted communities, working with limited budget and administrative support; making

it hard to find partners with the bandwidth to support additional programming. When

working with these impacted communities and the organizations that support them,

theatre companies must assess what resources will be needed to fully invest in the

partnership and best serve the community.
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Determining Candidates for Connector Partnerships

Find people who inherently recognize the value behind your work. “These people will help

to build a bridge into places that are unexpected.”

Don’t waste time trying to convert who don’t share your values.

Building relationships takes time. You will need invest staff hours to build trust with

organizations, especially those that work with highly impacted communities

Your organization will need to provide support for the infrastructure behind

partnerships in the form of insurance, social media, and data collection

Working with communities experiencing or recovering from complex trauma requires

highly-trained, trauma informed staff and performance practitioners to maintain

community safety

Lauren suggests the following to help determine and maintain a connector partnership: 
 

The Data Divide

The Arts Sector’s reliance on foundation and private-funding to produce work makes

gathering  quantifiable data a necessary part of planning and executing

programming. As a small arts organization, it can be hard to explain the power 

of your artistic practice and its impact on families and very young children. 
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With audiences of children under five, audience surveys, sustained patronage, and

other traditional measures of quantitative data are hard to gather or overall

impossible. Companies like Spellbound understand how essential it is to build your
own tools for assessing programmatic impact. Lauren stresses that the theatre

for young audiences field should be better at standardizing these tools that can be

shared across the field. It is often that we see performance companies for the very

young adopting assessment tools that mimic education language for assessment. 

 

For Lauren, “even the educational language is not really the right one,” stressing

instead that “research is the key unlocking some of our stagnant funding models.” 

Understanding how to talk to funders outside of our field, engaging with our

audiences in effective and data-driven ways can help to bridge the data divide.

Making Your Own Way

For Spellbound, it’s all about conversations with audiences: adult and child alike. In

instances where the company is being presented by other institutions or providing a

one-off program to a community center, access to event participants is limited to

the event itself. This creates a need for performance companies to rely on their

partner organization’s data collection. Empowering staff and even performers with

the tools to gather data through informal conversations helps. “Staff at events are

often doing observational work at events to learn more about pre- and post-show

engagement through anecdotal conversations,” says Jost. Giving audiences

frameworks to help them assess and critique the non-traditional work they are

seeing becomes a teaching tool. “We are looking at multi-generational play,

storytelling, and bonding in our work,” so it is essential to follow up to better

understand how participants may have brought their learning home.

Tips for Tracking Indirect Impact

Asking audiences reflection questions about their experience, like: Did
this give you ideas about what to do with your child? How do you play
with your baby at home?

1

Send post-show emails to track engagement that ask: Did any
elements of our show come up within your at-home play?2

Send your audience home with a token: a storytelling prop, an
activity packet, or album of music makes it easy for families to
reflect on their time

3



Arts as Public Health
Bridging the Gap Between Arts and Health

Collaborative art making and performing arts improve quality of life for people of all ages and are
therefore a necessary element of public health and community wellness. Beginning a project,
working collaboratively with others to achieve it, and sharing a finished product together prepares
us to take on other life challenges related to family, employment, housing, and community
organizing. Not only does engaging in art help us meet the current challenges in our lives, but it
helps us stay prepared for impending risks by improving our physical, mental, and social health.
Art making is a vital part of our lifelong health and well-being. This is especially true for children,
and profoundly true for children under the age of 5 and their caregivers. Artistic experiences
support developmental milestones during early childhood that are critical to the health and
wellness of an individual, impacting their external relationships, interpersonal skills, learning style,
and self-efficacy.
 

During our partnership with cultural strategist Michael O’Bryan,  Director of Learning at The
Village of Arts and Humanities, and Founder of Humanature, we conducted research and
field interviews focused on understanding the intersection of arts for families with very young
children and greater public health. We spoke with professionals in psychology, social work,
reproductive health justice and the arts. Through these  
interviews we learned about the innovative ways experts  
in the fields of wellness and the arts are approaching 
public health, therapy, industry partnerships, family 
engagement, and justice-driven practices, and how they 
have embedded art making in the process. We applied
this new knowledge to our working understanding of 
community arts, emergency arts, and arts in support of 
individual and collective healing, and we have identified 
several rubrics for addressing the purpose and mission 
of collaborative performing arts activities as they intersect 
with public health and with the wellbeing of families.
 

In this chapter, we will unpack what we learned about the intersection of arts and public health,
how to safely engage with public health as producers and makers of performing arts for young
people, and the impact of collaborating directly with health practitioners and communities.
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1  Michael O’Bryan is an expert practitioner and budding researcher in the fields of community development, organizational culture, and human
wellbeing who has spent more than a decade working directly with resilient yet underserved populations —including veterans, adults in recovery,
returning citizens, and families experiencing homelessness. He is currently an Innovation Fellow at Drexel University’s Lindy Institute for Urban
Innovation and was recently a Corzo Fellow at The Corzo Center for The Creative Economy at The University of the Arts.

1



5 Levels of Community Impact

support learning and healthy attachment through play at the individual level

engage communities in self-advocacy and creative expression at the family level

promote collaborative arts as an effective component of public health efforts at

the community and regional level

generate regional advocacy around reproductive health and the importance of

healing opportunities and accessible resources for mothers and caregivers,

especially those of color, who are disproportionately affected by medical racism

develop a new cultural narrative that upholds caregivers and children as vital

change makers in our society

By engaging in community arts, artists can affect micro and macro impact, and

support change on multiple levels. The systems levels we have identified are as

follows.

 

INDIVIDUAL →  FAMILY  →  COMMUNITY  →  REGIONAL →  CULTURAL
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have begun to use these levels when addressing both the immediate

community engagement and the long-term vision. When planning a community

arts project, we must identify which levels the project will operate on in order to

envision its impact. Who are the immediate activities affecting? How are

communities and regions transforming? What long-term cultural shift will result? In

our research of the social impact of community arts on these levels, we used our

performance installation for babies, Homeworld, as an example.

 

Our experience with art programs created with and for families with young

children suggests that they;
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5 Levels of Community Impact

When envisioning the social impact of a particular project, it is also important to

consider the scalability. How will this project impact individual children and families, and

how could it contribute to a greater cultural shift towards justice for the community in

play? How will it redistribute power back into the hands of this community? 
 

Homeworld, for example, was created by Ninth Planet collaboration with families in

Philadelphia, and performed for babies and their caregivers. When we imagine the

scalable version of Homeworld, we see families creating the new worlds they want to

make for their children. We see caregivers creating art and performing alongside their

community, telling their stories through dance, music and poetry, their skills and

strengths being amplified through these live performances and exhibitions. We see

them as the powerful change makers they are, raising children in a world that doesn’t

support their needs. 

 

As artists, we see the need for participatory, collaboratively made performance to be

generated with black and brown families. In order to safely communicate with and bring 

programming to communities of color or undocumented communities, artists must

explicitly unpack our biases so that we can welcome people back into our programs

who have been devalued or made invisible by mainstream healthcare. In order to 

do so, we must first unpack our own bias, and second, 

break out of inequitable delivery systems that prioritize 

financial and social capital, such as most performing 

arts centers and other models that rely on ticket sales. 

But how does an artist begin discussing their work with 

new people? How does an artist form community with 

new families? Again, considering the artistic work 
we doo as a form of public health and prevention 
continues to be the solution in this case.
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Connecting with Communities through Public Health

12

In order to better understand the state of wellness programs and opportunities for

families in Philadelphia, we interviewed Samantha Rucker, Psychotherapist at 

Therapy Center of Philadelphia and Intersectional Womanist Counselor on the

subject. 
 

“When we think about how vital the arts are to healing, especially for black and brown

people, for something that is so important to us culturally, to be the first thing cut, it

shows the disregard and lack of concern for the needs of black and brown people. Black

and brown people’s lives are not being prioritized or seen as valuable compared to the

lives of white people, so how do we work to integrate the arts back into the lives of

extremely marginalized people? ” 
 

We discussed the disregard for working artists in American culture, and how that is

compounded for black and Indigenous people of color. The mainstream narratives of

our culture position the arts as a hobby, and not something that is essential or

critical for each and every one of us. We discussed with Samantha the need for

experiential programs, as opposed to projects that produce measurable outcomes

and immediate results. With the state of the medical field, and with every new social,

political, economic challenge that arises, the question continues to be; how do we

bring ourselves and our art to communities in a way that emphasizes the importance

and also makes it accessible? This is especially complex when what we’re trying to do

is alternative to conventional modes of care. It’s important that we build relationships

within the wellness field, so that we may enter public health spaces confidently and

describe what we want to do. 
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Rhona Matheson, Executive Director of Starcatchers,

Scotland's National Arts and Early Years Organisation, discusses

they started serving families with very young children. Their work

began with artist residencies as part of an early intervention

pilot program. Next, they rolled out four year-long residencies at

the same time, in partnership with cultural centers across

Scotland. The social change aspect, improvements in family

wellness and early childhood learning, was what cultural centers

wanted to see, so the program needed to be based not only in

the center, but also in the surrounding community. 



Connecting with Communities through Public Health
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They began taking the artist residencies into childcare settings, preschools and family

centers where whole family support was being provided. Healthcare practitioners and

members of the communities being served were part of the selection of artists and

activities. Their program Expecting Something came directly from conversation with

public health practitioners.

Expecting Something works with new, young and expectant parents under 25 and

their babies in Scotland, providing a weekly safe space to spend time with their babies

and peers whilst engaging in artist-lead creative activities. It was piloted by family

nurses in collaboration with artists and community members, and it is now delivered

across Scotland. "We are always adapting the model and it informs the next step,”

Rhona explains.
 

With a five-year programmatic track record, Starcatchers has been able to work with

multiple referring agencies to bring young low-income mothers with babies into the

program. “The criteria is very specific, which allows the space to be a place that they

really feel is for them.” The Expecting Something workshops always follow what the

participants want to do. It is led by their cultural interests.

This work with community families compliments the work they are already doing with

artists and for Ninth Planet, it demonstrates how families can participate in the design

and creation of new works of performance. 
 

Ideas begin as pilots, and they are informed by the needs and preferences of the
community collaborators. 

 

Starcatchers uses the Leuven Scale   to assess the well-being of the participants, as

well as playground reports and engagement signals to evaluate the impact of the

programs.

But how do relationships with families begin when artists don’t have
access to cultural institutions or referral programs?

2   Leuven Scale is a form of assessment developed by Ferre Leavers and his team at Leuven University in Belgium. It is a 5-point scale that 
     allows childcare practitioners to measure children’s ’emotional well-being’ and ‘involvement’ – two vital components of learning,
     development and progress in children.

2



Connecting with Communities through Public Health
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Samantha Rucker suggests tabling at events and festivals. Get up and walk around and

talk to people, and get to know people more directly. Discuss how important mental

health is, and open up the opportunity to talk about it. Talk to people about what really

matters to you, and connect with what really matters to other people. 
 

Samantha noted that art making can help support young children, promote healthy family

dynamics, and keep kids occupied and stimulated. It can help keep them off the streets,

where potential danger and risk factors are high. Building community means mutual
support: it is essential to discuss how you want to support the neighborhood or the

family unit, and how families can get involved in the positive movements we’re all invested

in. "Going to talk to people lets them know that they’re important,” Samantha added. 
 

But safety is always an issue when working with any historically marginalized group,

especially the LGBTQ+ community. “It’s important for 

cis and hetero people to know and understand that 

there’s more than just their way and that their way is 

not the norm. As clinicians we’ve talked about the 

various ways to incorporate the two communities,” 

Samantha adds about the differences between 

serving LGBTQ+ and cis hetero family communities.
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There is something that almost all of our interviews 

with health practitioners came back to, and  Samantha Rucker states it very clearly;

“It is time for us to take a more grassroots approach and take a person to
person approach.” 
 

Eden Koffey, co-owner of Kith & Kin, added “the people are really making [grassroots

maternal healthcare] a priority, and doing it ourselves because it’s not always going to

come from the city.”
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On Planning for Consistency and Staying Responsive

As artists who are focused on family wellness and social change, it is important that

we build trust within the particular social community we’re intending to work with,

such as a neighborhood or a demographic, like caregivers with young children. It’s

also important that we build a rapport and engage in learning with the wellness

community that we hope to support or collaborate with. 
 

“Consistency is key to reinforcing positive patterns in communities” 
- Kevin Carter, MSW, LCSW, Clinical Director of Uplift Philly

'

Why does consistency play such a huge role in our work with communities? 
For adults and older children, it shows a commitment to them that they may not

receive at home or in other areas of their lives. When artists and community

members show up for each other consistently, positive individual patterns begin to

form, and confidence can be built over time. Not only does this alleviate the pressure

of “getting things right”, but it allows mutual trust to grow between the artists, the

community members, and the health practitioners. 
 

Consistent programming and relationship building shows that all parties value

patience, practice, and trust as primary principles of engagement.
 

JJ Cutuli, Senior Research Scientist, Nemours Children's Health System, suggests

that “if we think about a program where a mother and infant or toddler have the

opportunity to engage in positive parent-child interaction, it is a positive thing; and it's

necessary to have continued exposure over time.” JJ Cutuli goes on to say that the ability

to be responsive to a child is probably one of the most important tools found in

developmental science. If you can design a program that removes external demands

or the expectations that the caregivers or their child could be doing something

wrong, the result can be very positive.
 

“Just enjoying your children can be a pretty very powerful thing”, he mentions. JJ

champions the concept of unconditional positive regard.    When it can be

modeled and adapted by the participants of the program, artists can work with

wellness professionals to bring in practices that support other healthy behaviors.

SHAREBACK REPORT: ARTS AS PUBLIC HEALTH
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4   Unconditional positive regard is a concept developed by the humanistic psychologist Carl Rogers, is the basic 
     acceptance and support of a person regardless of what the person says or does, especially in the context of
client- centered therapy.
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In the instance of Homeworld, we could choose to include activities that strengthen 

interpersonal skills, as well as early parenting interventions such as interpreting the

child’s behavior in positive lights, which can be done in the context of therapy but is

also widely used in non-therapy programs.
 

When caregivers can embrace their child's behavior as investigative, exploratory, and

expansive, it allows the child to be vulnerable and less guarded, which ultimately

leads to healthier learning and development. Being able to practice responding to

their children this way relies on the caregivers' level of safety, trust and confidence.

When their needs are met, and they feel at ease, they can focus on their kids and

respond positively to their children because they don’t have other demands on

them. This is why it is so critical for artists to create spaces that are safe, unlike the

world we navigate every day. JJ lists some ways that artists can be intentional about

this; “Make sure there is space that will allow everyone to be themselves, allow kids to

explore and warm up before going forward, allow them to explore things that are

alternative to what’s being presented at that time, and allow them to come back to the

group when they are ready.” 
 

JJ states that “[Arts for families] can be more than just an afternoon diversion, it
can build skills intentionally which build confidence and capacity.”
 

The idea of practicing unconditional positive regard has 

supported our understanding of how artistic experiences

and free-form play can support healthy engagement 

in behavioral schemas    and the benefit it has on the 

child’s biological, psychological, social and spiritual 

development. 
 

It contributes to a sense of safety for the caregivers and the child across all four

levels of development. When teaching about trauma theory, Michael O’Bryan points

out that it is very important that all four levels of development remain strong
and healthy in order for that sense of safety to stay intact. This pertains to

individuals of all ages. If any one of these areas becomes overloaded by risk, danger,

or fear, it can be poisonous to learning and development.

 

On Planning for Consistency and Staying Responsive
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5

5   Behavioral schemas patterns of repeatable behavior that you can notice in your child's play during early
childhood. Schemas help us understand a baby’s developing brain through patterns observable in play, offering
insight into the emerging interests and  understanding of the world around them.



On Planning for Consistency and Staying Responsive

That being said, we cannot predict what a community needs or what they will be

ready for. In our work on Homeworld, and the research we have conducted

around that performance experience, we have been inspired to think

responsively in regard to designing programming with a particular community in

mind. For us, the way forward will be to build a conceptual frame around a

community of families’ particular needs, interests and collective concern, as they

articulate them, as opposed to asking them to fill a predetermined shape with

the things that happen to fit inside.
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As part of our research, we visited Kith &
Kin in the Brewerytown neighborhood, an

indoor play space co-founded and owned

by Eden Koffey, who integrated her

experience as a public health nurse with her

understanding of play and developmental

instincts to create a supportive space where

kids and their caregivers could play, express

themselves, learn together, and ultimately

form community. Eden describes the values

behind the design of the Kith & Kin space;

"We wanted to use the natural light and architecture that came with the space. Light

and air is really conducive for play.  All the toys and equipment were picked because

of their open-endedness and invitation of imaginative play and critical thinking.” The

use of abstract objects and organic shapes and materials really resonated with

us as performance makers and spurred our investigation of how object play can

positively influence early childhood learning. At Kith & Kin, they want to see kids

of all different ages play with and organize the abstract materials.

Their space is wholly responsive to the investigations of the young child,

but it is also designed with the caregiver in mind. Eden goes on to note; “A lot of it

supports gross motor development, we have some fine motor sensory stuff, STEM stuff,

stuff that supports behavioral schemas. Making sure that when kids begin wanting to

throw things and discover gravity, and when they want to start wrapping themselves in 
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scarves and seeing how their body feels, there’s places to do that and places to

discover how things move and physics, everything is inspired by how kids' brains are

developing and what their natural instincts are telling them do in their environment.

Plus a place that adults want to be too. We don’t want to put them in a bubble, we

want them to feel like this is real life, this is a city, we’re raising city kids, and we want

to have everyone feel really supported in the space."
 

When considering the impact of arts for early years, and arts that support the

wellness of families, it’s equally important to reach the child and the
caregivers. When the needs of the parents and caregivers are taken into

account, and they feel safe and supported, they will be better equipped to play,

bond with, and care for their children with patience, imagination, and

confidence. 

 

Eden discusses the positive impact that learning about developmental

milestones and behavioral schemas can have. “Can you imagine the difference it

would make in a parent’s brain if they knew what that was? Instead of thinking it’s

an annoying thing their kid is doing, or I need to redirect him to some toy. No, he

just needs to practice climbing these steps right now.”
 

We’ve deduced that artistic form can co-exist with tried and true interventions,

as long as the artist is in communication with wellness practitioners, and they

have researched the tools they plan to employ. Additionally, we have concluded

that we cannot design effective community arts programs in silos. We cannot

expect ourselves to be knowledgeable enough about the fields we’re not

expertly trained in. The success of a project’s outcome, whether micro or

macro, is dependent on the bridges we build between the arts sector and

public health sector.

 

As artists, we have much to offer, but we must find ways of
partnering, sharing, and co-designing effective programs

with public health practitioners. It is our responsibility to the
communities we work with. 
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What Community Arts Can Do
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THERAPEUTICS  -  The effects of therapeutics are seen on an individual level.
Individuals can use performing arts to heal from trauma and process chronic
stress. As artists, we deal in therapeutics when we relate to collaborative
partners, community participants, and when we connect with audiences.

1

CAPACITY BUILDING - Individuals and families/communities can learn new
skills, find their voice, and connect with their power through performing arts.
Communication between people can be supported by experiences of live
performance, and participation in shared creative expression.

2

PREVENTIVE HEALTH - By engaging in performance arts experiences
together, entire families and communities will be positively affected by the
long term benefits. Artistic expression builds strong imaginations, a sense
of belonging, and healthy processing tools, which help to protect, promote
and maintain wellness in the face of chronic stress, poverty, illness, as well
as racism, discrimination, and other symptoms of systemic oppression.

3

CATALYST FOR CHANGE - At a cultural level, the positive benefits of
performing arts can support necessary shifts in thinking, action, and policy.
Advocacy through public and community art effects social change in
individuals, communities, regions, and entire cultures, and brings to light
injustices that we face.

4

Michael O’Bryan states that the arts can help close gaps in empathy between

people. The arts build conceptual imagination and visual imagination skills. Art can

help us find words, metaphor, similes, and mental images that allow us to visualize

and reframe what we are furthest away from. Art can bring us closer to things we

might not personally understand, and help us find compassion for others and

ourselves. We can use arts as a tool for dialogue and empathy in the face of

inequity, oppression, trauma, and chronic stressors. While this is all true, Michael

stresses that we must also identify the problem we are solving with the

community project. How does the artistic form meet the problem? How does it

provide solutions? Does it prepare us to imagine new futures or does it promote

immediate solutions we can utilize now? Does it amplify the strengths of a

community? Does it protect them or teach them new skills? 
 

In the US Department of Arts and Culture’s Art Became the Oxygen: Guide to

Artistic Response (2017), it is stated that art can do three things: “offer care,

comfort, and connection; amplify protest; and promote reframing and resilience.”

Within their framework, we offer a more specific breakdown of the ways in which

community performing arts can provide these outcomes, and at what “Level of

Community” each outcome operates:
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What Community Arts Can Do
JJ Cutuli discussed the case for arts experiences as preventive health: “Most

agencies are reactive and they are looking for interventions that are trying to deal

directly with those experiences; while there is nothing wrong with that, you miss out on a

lot of powerful experiences for families to adapt positively if you only focus on avoiding

the risks.” JJ states that the most important element of an individual’s journey in life

is their resilience. They can find this strength in the interpersonal (positive

parenting) or in social support (through community); and these experiences can

have nothing to do with the risks they have faced, or the suffering they have

endured.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

He continues the case by stating “Some literature out there that suggests when a

neighborhood is distressed, and isn’t functioning or adapting, one of the things that you

find is that these sorts of typical [positive] experiences are either absent or distressed,

[there is] lots of attention on universal experiences that are mandated like schools but

when neighborhoods are distressed the schools are also distressed; you also find this in

all sectors and in respect to high quality childcare programs; libraries.” He suggests

that “there are opportunities in the arts to provide typical and supportive experiences

that become absent in struggling communities and neighborhoods. When you are

spending all resources and time managing risk and distress, you may not be introducing

risk, but you are failing to introduce those typical things.” 

 

His case for the arts in everyone’s life is clear; “The presence of risk is bad, and
can have a negative impact on the community; but the absence of good is
devastating, these positive experiences are very important.” The arts are good

for public health, and we believe that our sectors must talk to one another, learn

from one another, model positive interactions, and achieve a more symbiotic

relationship in order to achieve greater collective impact.
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What Community Arts Can Do

As artists, our work is in conversation with public health and wellness practices, but

our work does not substitute healthcare. Sometimes, our work as it stands does not

even compliment healthcare the way we predict that it might. For example, in our

consultation with the Music and Dance Therapists and Nursing staff at 11th Street

Health center, our assumptions about Homeworld’s approachability were debunked 

completely. We learned that the community of people who receive care at 11th

Street Health Center may not respond positively to the intimate, enclosed scenic

environment of the show, even with our usual accommodations in place. We learned

that sometimes their visits with the music and dance therapist would only last a few

minutes due to the disrupted attachment between the baby and their caregiver. The

nature of this particular show might not align with their patients as it stands, and we

would need to consider a radical reimagining of the work in order for the community

to trust us, engage with us, and benefit from the experience of seeing, or even

making, performance together. 

 

This consultation was particularly enlightening, 

as we also discussed the power of public 

installation, the benefit of iterative programs, 

our collective need for tactile engagement, 

and how necessary it is for all participants to 

be able to choose their level of participation 

with a particular project.
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4 Types of Community Arts

We know that collaborative and participatory arts support individuals as they heal

and grow, and can therefore support communities, regions, and entire cultures

grow and change. We entered into this research wondering about the types of

projects that engage communities, and which ones are most effective. Through

our work with Michael O’Bryan, our interviews with artists and producers, and our

own artistic exercises with families and babies, we have identified 4 Types of

Community Arts. Type 1 asks community members to be least involved, whereas

Type 4 asks community members to be the most involved.
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1)  COMMUNITY INSPIRED Inspired by the community, their culture, and their
history, ideally created by people who share their
identifies (ie. a performance about a community)

2)  COMMUNITY RESPONSIVE

 

In response to a community and in dialogue with
them (ie. includes consultations, talk backs,
opportunities for public engagement with the
community)

3)  COMMUNITY ALIGNED Aligning with community members by asking them
to participate in the making of the project (ie. a
performance devised with a community)

4)  COMMUNITY POWERED Wholly powered by community members and
designed to respond to their interests, abilities, and
needs (ie. a performance organized by or led by
community members)

Collaborative

Participatory

Dialogical

Informative

Art that falls into each type can be very powerful. Types 3 and 4 (Participatory and

Collaborative) ask people to dive into a project in a more committed way, and that can

have a profound impact on their wellbeing and quality of life. It can ask them to extend

moments of joy, face moments of struggle, and it can reflect their values back to their

greater community. It asks people to bear witness to the culture they have formed

together, therefore asking everyone involved to practice future visioning.

 

Participatory performance experiences ask people to exist in the past, present and

future, and asks them to cooperate, coordinate, and be cognizant - the three pillars of

Collective Intelligence.   Having experiences where Collective Intelligence is built through

group collaboration prepares us for thinking in the moment, dealing with our immediate

circumstances, working with others, advocating for ourselves, and finding consensus.

Participatory or collaborative performance making also enables us to imagine a different

path forward, because it doesn’t rely on pre existing experiences or events. It asks us to

practice play, imagination, and cooperation. This being said, the first two Types,

Informative and Dialogical, can have enormous social change impact. For example, a

performance that tackles the effects of official violence or mass incarceration on black

and brown families can bring visibility to these issues, and support communities in

lobbying for policy change or justice for themselves and their neighbors.
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4 Types of Community Arts

6  Collective intelligence  is shared or group intelligence that emerges from the collaboration, collective efforts, and competition of many
individuals and appears in consensus decision making. The term appears in sociobiology, political science, computer science, and in context of
mass peer review and crowdsourcing applications. It may involve consensus, social capital and formalisms such as voting systems, social media
and other means of quantifying mass activity.

6
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The Way Forward
For Us, Anyway

This research project focused on the power of play and community arts

engagement to promote family wellness, togetherness, collective caregiving, and

act as intervention or preventive health. We wanted to understand how our work

could become more community engaged, and ultimately, community powered. In

many ways, it transformed into an exploration of the intersection of arts and

public health. Michael insists on their relationship - to colleagues, funders, artists,

young people and families. He operates within both spheres and applies his

understanding of both within his work in the cultural sector.

 

JJ Cutuli states that when “thinking about arts more generally, you can think of it in

terms of the parent’s self-efficacy, to acknowledge that they are somebody apart from

the role of parent or the job that they hold; to give them something that they value and

enjoy, and also something that they are good at; that can be very empowering to an

individual."

 

JJ continues, “If you think about what the arts mean within the cultural context of

people’s lives, it is fairly likely that most cultures have some kind of tie to the arts.

Cultures tend to value the arts, they can be links to the past, ways to root your

experience within a long-standing tradition, and can also connect people to each other,

people with shared experiences/interest in a certain thing can be validating and can

help establish new social connections and supports; social support are very important

to humans as they meet the challenges of their lives.”

 

As we prepared this report over the early part of 2020, we watched COVID-19

devastate our communities. As we finished editing this draft, Black Lives Matter

protests have risen up across the country in response the murders of Breonna

Taylor, George Floyd, Tony McDade, and Ahmuad Arbery by police officers. Black

and brown people in Philadelphia have been disproportionately impacted by

COVID-19 due to the lack of healthcare access they receive, and pre-existing risks

their communities face due to systemic racism and oppression. Policy change is

needed in every area of our lives, especially in regard to education, healthcare and

a criminal justice system that oppresses people of color, undocumented people,

queer and trans* people.
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What are you noticing in your baby during this time? 

How do you like to play with your baby?

What do you have questions about?

What do you want to learn more about?

What support do you need to take better care of yourself and your family?

 

 

As we prepare the next steps of the Homeworld Community Project, we want to hear

directly from families. We are asking those around us:
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are considering the accessibility of a blended program, using a virtual series of

workshops on behavioral schemas, play based provocations that develop learning at

home, and Care Packages mailed to the homes of families containing themed toys to

support play and reusable baby supplies (diapers, nursing pads, wipes, pumps, etc)

that can sustain families over periods of shelter in place. We are asking ourselves how

we can practice horizontal collaboration with community members, how we can work

harder to decenter whiteness in our work, and how we can better prepare ourselves

to partner with public health practitioners in order to make our programs accessible

to more families.

 

 

 

 

 

As our own city of Philadelphia is preparing to reopen businesses, people continue

to live with the life threatening conditions caused by illness and systemic racism

and state sanctioned violence against black people. It proves the vitality and

resilience of communities that despite these dire failings within the public health

and justice systems, families keep growing, children keep learning, and people keep

thriving, considering the trauma they are enduring on a daily basis. Art for families

has always played an enormous role in surviving these conditions, and it can

continue to serve as a tool for coping, processing, and movement building.
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We plan to work with a new Creative Council of Caregivers to develop an iterative

program that will ultimately result in a live art project of some kind. In

partnership with medical practitioners, mental health professionals, and other

artists, we plan to continue growing our community of families virtually in the

time of COVID-19 by providing learning, bonding, excitement, and skill building,

in order to eventually meet in person and begin working on a new performance

piece that is created by families of color, for families of color.

 

This project will be entirely community-powered and will be built to respond to

the needs and interests of the caregivers over the course of the program. We

plan to continue documenting our journey as we bridge the gap between

performing arts and public health in our community.

 

We carry with us the knowledge that as artists, we must always be developing

new tools for engagement, as well as a deeper understanding of the effects of

our work and our relationship with the communities collaborate with. We must

always bring with us a profound sensitivity to the needs of specific communities,

as they will never be predictable. Michael O’Bryan insists that;

 

 “Artists should feel empowered to bring their toolkit to their
work, but they have to be life-long learners, engage in active
listening, and practice self-inquiry.” 
 

We are holding these principles close as we move forward as artists and citizens.
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ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES
& GRATITUDE

JJ Cutuli, Senior Research Scientist, Nemours Children's Health System

Eden Koffey, registered public health nurse, founder of Kith & Kin playspace

Kevin Carter, Clinical Director at Uplift Center for Grieving Children

Samantha Rucker, Psychotherapist, Therapy Center of Philadelphia

Lauren Jost, artist, founder of Spellbound Theater for children ages 0-5

Rhona Matheson, Executive Director of Starcatchers, Scotland’s National Arts and

Early Years Organisation

Deep gratitude to Michael O'Bryan, who consulted on this research, development

and learning, and Dr. Meagan Corrado, DSW, LCSW, who continues to support our

artistic work wholeheartedly. Michael and Meagan have both taught Ninth Planet so

much about the intersection of arts, healing, and healthy community building. They

have inspired us, changed us, believed in us, and impacted our work in countless ways. 

 

Thank you to the following people for letting us interview them, and for their

contributions to this Shareback Report:
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Art Became the Oxygen: An Artistic Response Guide (2017) – US Department
of Arts and Culture. Downloadable guide offering advice on ethics and
effectiveness of artistic response to crisis.

1

Playing and Reality – Donald Woods Winnicott (1971) First Published by
Tavistock Publications Ltd2

No Going Back: A COVID-19 Cultural Strategy Activation Guide for Artists and
Activists (2020) – The Center for Cultural Power. Downloadable guide on
the importance of art and culture in times of crisis.

3

Community Collaboration Handbook (2006) – Cornerstone Theater
Company. A troupe history and manual by prepared by consultant
Ferdinand Lewis (2006)

4
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